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Toward the end of Catcher in the Rye, Holden Caulfield is wandering across New York City. 
He’s unsettled with life and with self. He’s riding a wave of adolescent dissatisfaction and 
exasperation. Everything is lame, inauthentic, and a vacuous façade. Then there’s this vignette:  
 

Anyway, I kept walking and walking up Fifth Avenue, without a tie on or anything. Then 
all of a sudden, something very spooky started happening. Every time I came to the end of 
a block and stepped off the goddamn curb, I had this feeling that I’d never get to the 
other side of the street. I thought I’d just go down, down, down, and nobody’d ever see 
me again. Boy, did that scare me. You can’t imagine. I started sweating like a bastard – 
my whole shirt and underwear and everything. Then I started doing something else. 
Every time I’d get to the end of the block I’d make believe I was talking to my brother 
Allie. I’d say to him, “Allie, don’t let me disappear. Allie, don’t let me disappear. Allie, 
don’t let me disappear. Please Allie.” And then when I’d reach the other side of the street 
without disappearing, I’d thank him. Then it would start all over again as soon as I got to 
the next corner. 

 
I’ve long wondered if that little episode symbolizes the fear of losing one’s identity while 
crossing from childhood to adulthood. I’ve wondered if it’s meant to capture the existential angst 
of searching for identity in the midst of life’s transitions. I’ve wondered if it’s a snapshot of the 
uncertainty that gnaws at the edges as a kid tries to find a sense of self,  

a sense of belonging, 
a sense of place,  
a sense of purpose. 

 
We all – at one time or another – search for or struggle with a sense of identity. We all try to 
answer who we are, what we believe, and to whom we belong. For some the road to identity is 
clear and simple; for others it’s an arduous lifelong journey. For some it’s quiet interior work; for 
others there’s no hiding the struggle and it leaks all over. I’m reminded the Dean of Students at 
Calvin College told me, “We think you should work on your identity crisis at a different 
institution.”  
 
But, all of us in moving from childhood to adulthood, in crossing the streets of life, search for, or 
struggle with, a sense of identity.  
 
That’s part of the story of Mary and Joseph traveling to Jerusalem.  
Consider…..  

The Hebrews in first century Palestine were expected to make pilgrimage to the temple in 
Jerusalem for the festivals of Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles. It was a difficult task 
to muster, but at least for Passover Mary and Joseph lived into that obligation. Men were 
required; Mary was along for the supportive ride. 

 



This annual pilgrimage was part of the process of carving out an identity. As they remembered 
their history, as they observed practices of religious fidelity,  

as they were obedient to a code for living,  
as they studied scripture  
a clear sense of being and belonging was being passed on.  

Jesus was learning that he and his family were anchored in a covenantal relationship with God. 
 
It’s probably worth noting that this is the one story, and the one year, told of Jesus’ childhood. 
For Hebrew lads the 12th year was the final year of preparation before entering full participation 
in their community’s religious life. Up until then the parents would teach the commandments. 
But at the end of the 12th year the child participated in a ceremony in which he formally 
becomes a bar mitzvah, a "son of the commandment."  

This was the last year before Jesus went from boy to man.  
This was the last year of childhood. 
This was the year of transition.  
This was the year of confirming identity. 

So, some scholars think that Jesus chose to stay behind in the temple to 
demonstrate that he would be more than an ordinary bar mitzvah, that his insight 
into the law was more profound than ordinary men, and that his relation to God 
was unique.  

 
I’m not sure what to make of all that – seems a stretch to me.  
But we’re stuck here with the implications of the incarnation.  

What sense of self does a 12-year-old have?  
What sense of self does a 12-year-old Jesus have?  
What does it mean for a 12-year-old to be divine and human? 

 
We don’t have answers to those questions, or to that mystery, but it does seem instructive that 
Jesus was finding his identity in the supportive web of family and faith community.  

He wasn’t raised as a free-range chicken eating whatever the soil offered.  
He didn’t wander out of the wilderness – a mystic with no tether.  
He doesn’t appear as a revolutionary without roots. 

Rather, Jesus was shaped by a text and a tradition. He was being formed as a son 
and a student. He was part of a community that was big enough and safe enough 
that it would take a day or two before his parents worried that he was missing. It 
took a village to raise even Jesus.  

 
Dear friends, in our shared life we’re shaping the identity of children.  

We’re the village that’s responsible for one another’s children.  
We’re the setting for remembering salvation history, for studying and struggling with 
scripture, and for formative religious practice. We’re the place of pilgrimage – the 
community that travels together as our children find their way  

 
Oh. I know that cuts against the cultural grain. I have a friend who is raising his son without any 
spiritual practices, traditions, or instructions so that when the boy is old enough, he will make his 
own choices without the rites or restraints of any particular religion.  



And, when my children were younger there was a constant clash between sports and 
spirituality. The church bathroom and the back of the mini-van were locker rooms as we 
hurried out of worship for practice or games. No one was staying behind to study the 
nuances of scripture. 

Or, Sundays just seemed better spent with a cup of tea and the Tribune – without 
the hassle of getting to one more service, one more obligation, or one more 
reminder that I wasn’t doing enough.  

 
But, we also live in a culture that easily does damage to us and our kids, and it’s easy for kids to 
fall, disappear, or get lost in the transition from childhood to adulthood.  
 
Sociologist Christian Smith led a monumental study of the lives of children in America. Entitled, 
Lost in Transition: The Dark Side of Emerging Adulthood, Smith makes the case that as young 
people are groping about with matters of morality, they often don’t have the categories or 
vocabularies to say anything sensible about faith or morality.  
 
For example, when asked to describe a moral dilemma they had faced, two-thirds of the young 
people either couldn’t answer the question or described problems that are not moral at all, like 
whether they could afford to rent a certain apartment or whether they had enough quarters to feed 
the meter at a parking spot.  
 
When asked about wrong or evil, they could generally agree that rape and  murder are wrong. 
But, aside from these extreme cases, moral thinking didn’t enter the picture, even when 
considering things like drunken driving, cheating in school or cheating on a partner. “I don’t 
really deal with right  and wrong that often,” is how one young person put it.  
 
What’s helpful here is Smith’s summary: 
 

Morality was once revealed, inherited and shared, but now it’s thought of as something 
that emerges in the privacy of your own heart.  

 
Dear friends, the same is true for how faith is formed. Faith was once revealed, inherited and 
shared, but now it’s thought of as something that emerges in the privacy of your own heart. 
 
I know this sounds like a rant about how things were better in the past.  
That’s not my intention, neither is it fully true….  

But it is also true that as each of us search or struggle with identity  we are also called and 
gifted to be a place of pilgrimage for our children. We are a community where faith is 
revealed, inherited and shared.  

 
We are exceedingly blessed to have lots of little ones and medium sized ones. With that blessing 
there is great-shared-responsibility. We won’t always get it right, and every child’s journey will 
be unique, but our calling is to offer a safe, deep, loving web wherein faith forms faith. And, that 
calling involves all us. We’re part of shaping how a child sees self and sees God…..  
 



This seems a good point to name the path and the programs we’ve developed for children here at 
Hope. Or it might be helpful to name the places where we still stumble and don’t have smooth 
stages or clear transitions in the spiritual development of children. But this may also be the time 
to acknowledge that this sermon so far is an exercise in missing the main point.  
I’m drawing a moralism about the faith formation in children rather than dwelling in the mystery 
of the incarnation. Maybe this is too much about us and not enough about Jesus….  
 
Dear friends, at the heart of this text is the revelation of God in Christ. Not just as a baby but 
even as a tween, we are confronted with the mystery of how Jesus of Nazareth could be the 
embodiment of both humanity and divinity.  

Jesus as the Son of God and the son of Mary.  
Jesus lost to his earthly father and found in his heavenly father’s house.  
Jesus in the transition of early adolescence and Jesus – the preexistent Logos of creation.  

 
This mysterious-breathtaking-unfathomable-good-news is both the heart of this text and the heart 
of Christmas. May we join Mary in treasuring these things in our heart….  
 
Esau McCaulley wrote about childhood Christmases in a poor black Alabama neighborhood. He 
remembers the gifts he longed for and the Christmas miracle of his grandmother winning an 
illegal neighborhood lottery. He writes about the gospels announcing that God in Christ gathered 
not the rich and powerful “but the lower class (Mary and Joseph), the common workers (the 
shepherds) and the religious outsiders (Magi).” 
 
And then he puts it this way: 
 

Christmas suggests that God has not forgotten anyone. He came as a child, weak and 
vulnerable, unable to lift his head without assistance or to wipe his own bottom. He did 
this so the weak and broken things might feel comfortable approaching the divine. 

 
Dear friends, even in our search or struggle for self, our identity is secure in Christ and we won’t 
be lost in life’s transitions. Even the weak and the broken belong to God in Christ. God has not 
forgotten anyone. May we be formed in that faith. 
 
Thanks be to God.  
Amen. 


